ON-LINE DETECTION OF HUMAN STRESS BY REAL TIME
MASS SPECTROMETRIC MONITORING OF SKIN VOLATILES
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The ionized vapors were then analyzed on a mass spectrometer (Sciex’s QStar XL)
incorporating Secondary Electrospray Ionization as described in [2]. An O-ring
placed between the hand and the desorber was used to prevent non-volatiles from
entering into the vapor system. Once the acquisition was started, subjects were
suddenly subjected to a stressful stimulus, while measuring the transient variations
of the released skin vapors
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• A software tool was developed to continuously monitor the signal changes of several
species of interest.
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• This scan yields a Mass/Charge spectrum of the charged vapor molecules released
from the palm of the hand of the individual.
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• Vapor concentrations inferred from signals measured.
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Psty 9,2k 326 μM in 10%DMAF in NMP:DMF 1:1
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Based on previous calibrations made with Lactic Acid we know the calibration curve
for the system to be signal(cps)=1.3932*concentration(ppt). Regarding this, we can
give values for the vapor concentration of Lactic Acid released by the skin of the 6
individuals taking part in this study.
Individual

Signal of Lactic Acid (cps)

Vapor Concentration (ppt)

A

2300

1650,9

B

1600

1148,4

C

2500

1794,4

D

2300

1650,9

E

2021

1450,6

F

3160

2268,2

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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• Evidence for metabolic origin of fatty acid released by human skin is found and
explained in this study.
• An improved real-time approach to detect human skin volatiles is analyzed and
presented. A wide variety of medical and security applications arise from the present
study.
• Future enhancements will be directed to improve electrospray charging solutions in
order to enhance the systems sensitivity, depending on the targeted compounds found
to be produced as volatiles coming from the skin. The vapor sampler will be further
developed to prevent system saturation, and possible signal losses due to the
transmission of the targeted vapors toward the ionizer.
• An improved ionizer, decoupling the counterflow region from the ionizing region will
also be installed to boost the sensitivity of the system.
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• The figures above represent the time evolution of the registered signal of Lactic Acid
(left column) and Pyruvic Acid (right column) for 6 different individuals (male and
female). Between blue bars is represented the time frame+5during which the hand is
being sampled. A red bar represents the exact instant in which+4the stressful stimulus is
+3
applied to the individual.
• All the PTFE or metallic tubes used to guide the released vapors+2from the palm of the
+1 guarantee a
hand towards the ionizer were heated up to prevent condensation and to
fast response of the signal to transient behaviors. In particular, the desorber was held
at 40C (in some kind of agreement with corporal temperature) while the rest of tubing
was held at 160C.
• On the contrary to what has been said about the bacterial origin of this kind of fatty
acids released by the skin of human individuals, the results presented here evidence
the pure metabolic origin of these emanations [3].
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• Figure on the left shows the
spectrum for individual B in
which the increase or decrease
of signal due to the stressful
stimulus is computed VS mass.
As said before, there are some
species that react negatively
(decreasing signal level) to the
stressful stimulus. This negative
variation might likely be due to
competition of different species
for the ES charge due to the
greater charge affinity of Lactic
Acid VS other species [4].
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• Charged vapors are drawn electrostatically against a nitrogen counterflow into the
MS, where they are mass analyzed without mass-selection or fragmentation.
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• Dilution gas has to be added to prevent saturation of the sensor because of the huge
lactic acid concentrations present in the vapors released from the skin [4].
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We ionize vapor molecules coming from the palm of the hand of several individuals
via a negative electrospray of 0.1% NH4OH in MeOH:H2O 50:50. These vapors
were collected via a metallic desorber with PID-controlled temperature (set to 40C),
indirectly in contact with the subjects’ hands, and they were then transmitted by a
gas flow (3 lpm input flow+3 lpm dilution flow of CO2) to an ionization chamber.

• 6 different individuals (A-F) were tested without being aware of each other’s
experience. Each individual presented different markers of this phenomenon (criterion:
signal variation at the moment of the stressful stimulus of at least 30%), but for all of
them, Lactic Acid (1; figure on left) and Pyruvic Acid (2; figure on right) typically
doubled or tripled the registered signal. In accordance with recent SESI ionization
interference effects [4], we monitored decreasing signals as well as potential markers
+1
of the phenomenon, due to the high concentration
of Lactic Acid.
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METHODS: VAPOR SAMPLER/IONIZERMASS SPECTROMETER (QTOF)

• Individuals placed their hands in indirect contact with the vapor sampler or desorber
for a few minutes. After a few minutes of continuous monitoring (to establish a
reference signal), they were suddenly stimulated while their hands were still in contact
with the desober, so that the signal coming from the charged vapors was monitored
during all the process. Nearly instantly, the signal of some of the monitored
compounds rised, somehow reflecting
the stress these individuals were suffering at
+4
the precise moment of the stimulus.
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• The concentrations of deprotonated lactic acid and some other volatiles from the
skin read on the vapor analysis system respond in less than 5 seconds (typically
doubling) when the individuals are suddenly stimulated.
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Quantifying stress in humans is important in many medical and security settings.
Biological biomarkers are often monitored for these and other applications; however,
this generally relies on slow and often invasive methods. The direct measurement of
one or more isoprostanes in a biological sample or the increased production of
cortisol by stressful events have been used as a an indicator of stress in human
individuals[1].
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RESULTS

• Our approach is particularly advantageous because the complete analysis can be
performed in real time.
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OVERVIEW

• Fenn and co-workers noted that vapors put in contact with an electrospray cloud
were efficiently ionized, achieving limits of detection down to the ppb (parts per billion)
level with a mass spectrometer. Here we improve upon a prior real-time approach to
monitor skin volatiles [2,3] and apply it to detect stress in human individuals.
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